
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
marketing manager, latin. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please
take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for marketing manager, latin

Own the partner marketing relationships with our MVPD, ISP, CE and mobile
carrier partners in Latin America
Ideate, propose and facilitate the execution of multi-platform marketing
strategies for content acquired by clients in order to generate added value to
both SPT new releases and library product (e.g., feature films, U.S. television
series, music concerts, original productions)
Provide post-sale marketing support to all clients in the region by providing
or creating assets, offering publicity opportunities, promotions and contest
ideas that might contribute to the successful performance of the content
Work with supervisor in the creation of all promotional and marketing assets
for SPT Original Productions for Latin America, during pre and post-
production phases
Provide direction and supervision to marketing interns, agencies and external
vendors
Responsible for managing all marketing materials for Original Productions
such as photography, loglines, synopsis, product sell sheets, logos, brand
assets, for our B2B website for client support
Defining a South Latin America (SOLA) marketing plan by fiscal year to meet
business strategy objectives and budget availability, communicate the plan in
territory
Executing against the marketing budget for SOLA
Developing and implementing marketing plans and projects for new and
existing products for SOLA and in certain cases for Latin America
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including Digital Events, Email, Blog, Social, Content, Design Customer
Programs, external partners and customers on all program deliverables

Qualifications for marketing manager, latin

Multi-market (specifically Latin America) experience is a plus
Exposure to/experience with display and social media strategies and tactics
Drive local social media efforts
Develops and executes the annual corporate advertising strategy
Work closely with Content Acquisition team to identify upcoming high-profile
titles and develop content calendars by region
Project manage multi-title content campaign creative and overall video
creative


